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THE INVESTIGATION. 

PART II. 

Reynald Altéma, MD. 
HD and the police had the phone of the two suspects tapped via a court order. There were 

many hours of indiscreet and saucy conversations with females listened to but nothing definitive 

to help solve the case. At least not for the untrained ear. Plenty of information that served as 

background spilled out in a scattershot manner, true, but an attempted murder is a puzzle that needs 

patience, intuition, savvy, chance to solve the riddle and exploration of different perspectives. The 

interrogation of the suspect didn’t yield much either, at least not to his forensic standard.  

“Someone hired me to do a neat job. We met at a park in the shadows, and I never saw the 

person’s face. I received half of the money upon accepting the gig and recovered the other half 

under a rock once the deed was done. We communicated via a prepaid phone, and I returned the 

phone thereafter.” 

This version of the transaction, even if true had too many holes for HD’s taste. He set out 

to meet the offender himself. 

“Was it a male or female voice? American or foreign accent? Any word uttered that 

sounded unfamiliar? Any expression not commonly heard? What kind of perfume was the person’s 

wearing, an expensive one?” HD asked the young man in a straightforward manner. 

“I am not sure about the voice. It sounded like a strained female voice with a foreign accent 

I can’t place. Every now and then I think I heard, ‘Oda or other’. The perfume was most definitely 

expensive and strong.” 

“What kind of proof did the person ask about the job done?” 

“A picture of the body. I sent it by text.” 

“What was the number of the prepaid phone?”  

“I dunno.” 

“Did you ever call anybody else with it?” A silence followed this question. Flustered by 

this lack of cooperation, HD stood up, walked toward him, cupped his shoulder firmly and in a 

grave voice told the young fella, “I am only gonna tell you this once. You can either play ball with 

me and I can ask the judge for just a few years in the slammer, or you can play the tough guy and 

I will see to it that you don’t get parole. The choice is yours. What is it gonna be?” 

Instead of an answer, sweat beads started forming on the prisoner’s forehead. His eyes 

started rolling and a sudden volley of shakes of his entire body announced the arrival of a grand 

mal seizure. He proceeded to urinate on himself all the while frothing at the mouth. Shortly 

thereafter, he became unconscious. An ambulance arrived soon, and they took him to the hospital. 

That put a temporary delay in the investigation. HD however did collect some nuggets from this 

short encounter. Having spent some time in Nigeria and having dabbled in the local languages, he 

was able to narrow down the persona that met with the prisoner. For one thing oda was a Yoruba 

word for good. An expensive and generously splayed perfume reeks of a custom of flashy lifestyle, 

broadcasting one’s stature. That’s a Yorubaesque behavior, the same way that physicians in Boston 

have this uppity attitude thinking they are the best in the nation. The gender was likely to be female 

because the tapes revealed that Nyami’s boyfriend had some special female friends. So, a Yoruba 

woman spiteful of a relationship of her male friend with an Igbo woman is not just a piece of drivel 

but the type of internecine or catty kerfuffle that can lead to a battle royal with very serious 

consequences. 

HD’s next step was to listen to the tapes and see if there was a seamless segue between the 

intelligence gathered from the interrogation and the interchanges. Indeed, one of Kehinde’s female 
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friends used the term oda quite a bit. A proof of guilt, that didn’t amount to. It was at best on the 

plus column but nothing more than circumstantial evidence. That by itself wouldn’t fly. HD needed 

more background information to decipher some of the conversations. Besides he never wanted to 

become blindsided by just looking straight ahead instead of a panoramic sweep. He decided to go 

to the hospital where Nyami was and to pick up any tidbit he would come across. Of course, he 

also ought to pay the prisoner a visit to finish the conversation started. First things, first. 

When he went to see Nyami at the SICU, it was full of security details. The sight of Nyami 

in a bed with a tube in just about every orifice, fighting for her life hanging by the tiniest thread 

was jarring. During the first 4 days, she went to the OR no fewer than 3 times due to bleeding 

complications. “The docs keep saying it’s a miracle she’s still alive.” This phrase was like a theme, 

as often as folks repeated it. HD felt awkward. He kept fighting tears ready to burst at the seams. 

His position demanded a compartmentalization of his emotional state and a dispassionate 

professional demeanor. He didn’t want to appear mawkish in a testosterone-filled room. He made 

small talk with some of the officers but there was no meaningful information other than the health 

that was tenuous or in the medical lingo, critical. He was getting ready to leave when a younger 

version of Nyami, just as impeccably clad in a newfangled outfit, murmured to him, “You must be 

HD. You haven’t changed much from your picture that my sister had of you from a few years back. 

I am Adaobi.” 

HD saw a picture of pain on this beautiful face. Her eyes were welling with tears as the 

face was teetering to puffiness. Her fancy makeup was now almost like a goo, a byproduct of the 

tears’ constant flow and her repetitive wiping to staunch it. HD knew it would be only a matter of 

time before he would also show the same emotion. Ever quick-witted, “My oh my, don’t you ladies 

look alike. Can we go for a cup of coffee?” This type of offramp solution bellows as an ingenuous 

offer and billows as a gracious acceptance. Adaobi answered by shaking the head up and down. 

“This is a nightmare if I ever saw one. Why would anyone be so cruel?” This time she was 

wailing and in a complete breakdown. They were in the elevator on the way to the coffee shop. 

HD became misty and wiped his eyes.  

“I am helping in the investigation, and I want to get to the bottom of this.” His voice was 

breaking.  

“She used to speak fondly of you. She never said it, but I think she was a bit bitter that the 

relationship didn’t gravitate to something serious. To be honest with you I am not so keen about 

Kehinde. He seems to be frivolous, and I wonder if he is not using her just to get his Japanese 

used-car export business to thrive. I know for fact he has tripled his sales since she intervened with 

the customs office to give him a break.” 

“Your sister has her head on her shoulders, and I don’t doubt she knows what she is doing.” 

“Her free-willing way has gotten her in trouble with Father who doesn’t look so kindly on 

her dating men outside Igbo tribe. Between you and me, he didn’t mind a Yankee but a Yoruba, 

he has a problem with it. The older generation clings to this type of distinction.” 

“What can you tell me about the First Secretary, Achike?” 

“She always thinks highly of him. He was her mentor.” 

“Why do you dislike Kehinde so much?” 

“He comes from a father with many wives, and he feels comfortable with this practice. I 

wouldn’t be surprised if he had other female friends and I hope none of them was involved in this 

matter.” 

HD refrained from making any hasty conclusion. On the face of it, Kehinde and his female 

friend were prime suspects. However, he wanted to delve into matters further. Was the First 
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Secretary a straight arrow? He chose not to share the fact that he knew that both men were having 

indiscreet liaisons. That would be premature. He had to finagle a carefully crafted answer to the 

sister’s not so subtle suggestion that a Yankee was a better suitor through her lenses and Father’s. 

He avoided the bait; his heart lately was hitching its anchor to a jetty on the west coast.  

“Nyami told me she was dating Kehinde and was loyal to him, but she and I could remain 

friends for professional reasons when we met here in Washington, DC, a while back. She seemed 

happy with him and as we say, you should cut him some slack.” He didn’t lie but was selective 

with the whole truth. He figured some details need to be revealed under propitious circumstances. 

They exchanged numbers and he promised to keep her updated as the investigation was 

progressing as they parted company. He felt her emotional pain and disarray. That added to his 

pent-up desire to bring the sad episode to the hoped-for closure. Next, he headed to the hospital 

where the prisoner was. Of course, he coordinated it with the Chief. 

“Having a seizure delayed your answering my question but doesn’t leave you off the hook. 

I need to know the information. Who else did you call with that phone?” 

“I am pleading the fifth. I will respond only with my lawyer present.” That was an 

unexpected turn of event. HD could no longer pressure him and had to comply with the law. The 

young dude was smarter than he had given him credit. The answer to that question was so valued 

that the investigating team negotiated with his lawyer and in a bit of horse trading, the prisoner 

agreed to answer the question provided that his lawyer could get an ironclad commitment from the 

prosecutor for some type of leniency. One more stipulation, he would answer question but not 

voluntarily divulge anything. 

The answer came in quickly, “My boyfriend,” he stated, uncomfortable in his admission of 

his lifestyle. He also gave his boyfriend’s cell phone number. That gave the investigators a bonanza 

of data. They were able to trace the call in a sequence called “walking back the cat.” Once they 

did, then the number of the prepaid phone was retrieved, and it was easy sailing to document the 

other calls placed. It turned out it was also another prepaid phone. The identity of the other prepaid 

phone’s owner was shielded but not the location of the calls. The cell towers aided and abetted 

pinpointing the origin of the calls. It became a tedious endeavor to sift through the mine of data 

and narrow down the likely person by crossmatching location of calls and place of residence. This 

winnowing was made difficult by the fact that some of the calls were obviously made from 

commercial zones and almost never from the same location. Obviously, the user wanted to cover 

his or her trail. Nonetheless 15 calls took place between the two numbers and the last one was the 

night of the attempted murder. It became a matter of approximating the location from where the 

other person was till the two met for their rendezvous for the final payment. 

HD thought about the story of the money retrieved from under a rock. Was the person 

already at the park when the exchange took place or did the person drive to the park afterwards? 

Then HD wanted to find out the words exchanged during that call. He went back to talk to the 

prisoner. 

“Tell me exactly what you said to the person. Was the voice the same?” 

“The voice, now that I think about it, was somewhat different this time and I even wonder 

if it was the same person; it was still muffled, however. I said, ‘cat is in the bag.’”  

“What was the answer?” 

“There was a pause as if there was a conversation between two people or that the person 

was thinking about what to do next, and then the voice said that we needed to meet in 30 minutes.” 
Bingo! The person was not at the park! This reality opened all sorts of possibilities in HD’s mind.  
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“The dollar bills, were they crisp, brand new? Do you have any remaining? How much 

money was this job for?” 

“I got paid 8G. Most of the bills were new. You should know this since the police took 

some of it as evidence.”  

“How much money they take from you?” 

“I had half of the money with me.” Lo and behold, the police records gave credit for only 

half that much. “Some officers will have some explaining to do,” thought HD. A clearer picture 

was developing. One or possibly two people were involved in this messy attempted murder as 

instigators. Very likely one of Kehinde’s paramours. If another person was involved, who would 

that be? Et tu implies someone close to Nyami had to have disappointed her and either Achike or 

Kehinde would fit the bill. It occurs to HD that he didn’t ask the most obvious question: what 

happened at the crime scene? 

“I followed her for a while to watch her habits. I noticed she goes to the supermarket on 

Thursday evenings and one evening I pretended to help her and I pulled a gun on her and asked 

her to drive to her apartment, pretending everything was normal. I received the instruction to tell 

her ‘Even a rabid dog fears fire.’” 

“What was her reaction to those words?” 

“She seemed taken aback and became very sad and quiet and she started weeping. As per 

my instructions, I asked her to think about writing a suicide note. When we arrive at her apartment, 

we crossed a neighbor. They greeted each other and then she said to the neighbor: ‘He who walks 

before his godly guardian does the race of his life.’ After she wrote the note, I shot her and took 

her car key. On my way out I crossed that neighbor again. Soon after I heard police sirens.” 

HD realized Nyami had received a coded message and in return sent one to her neighbor 

who saved her life coming into her apartment and alerting the police so quickly. HD didn’t at first 

grasp Nyami’s response to the proverb until he did some research and discovered it’s a common 

Yoruba one. He also discovered that Nyami’s message was an Igbo proverb. He had enough 

ammunition to go and question Kehinde. As customary with HD, he did some background search 

on Kehinde and verified that his business was very prosperous. He dressed the part of a successful 

entrepreneur, wearing expensive Italian loafers, bespoke suits and driving a sleek, brand-new, red-

devil Lexus coupe. 

Achike fell off HD’s radar as no evidence was pointing toward his involvement. Besides, 

he had diplomatic immunity and only airtight evidence would justify asking to relieve that 

protection for a police investigation. Down the wire, the arrows were aiming at Kehinde and his 

consort. 

HD in the presence of a senior inspector of police paid a visit to Kehinde in his plush 

apartment. 

“Kehinde Osunsoye, we have accumulated an interesting dossier on you and your 

cooperation on this attempted murder can spare you lots of trouble. To begin with we have traced 

the serial numbers of the withdrawal you made the day of the attempted murder to the branch of 

the bank that you use. That money ended up in the hands of the fella now behind bars who 

confessed of his participation in the attempted murder.” 

“I did make a withdrawal, but I gave the money as payment for a business deal. I have lots 

to gain with Nyami alive and much to lose with her passing away. A lot of the transactions I make 

are in cash. That’s the nature of the business.” 

“Whom did you make the payment to? Was it the same person who sent the message that 

‘Even a rabid dog fears fire’ to Nyami?” The question visibly unsettled Kehinde. That saying 
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served as a password in his ecosystem; only a handful of people knew about it and all were females. 

He was in knots; he knew enough about the American system not to lie and or offer any bribe to 

get out of a tight spot. He had watched enough TV series to say, “I want to have my lawyer present 

before I continue to answer.” 

“Then you are under arrest for participating in a murder attempt. We have you on tape 

talking to a female friend about getting the money for the ‘goods.’” Facing a certain deportation 

home and a very likely change of business fortune, Kehinde had enough common sense to avoid 

getting into law enforcement’s cross hairs. 

“Let’s be reasonable gentlemen. My secretary who is my friend on the side wanted some 

money because she was in a bind, and I gave it to her. That’s all. The attempted murder on Nyami 

came to me as a surprise and a shock because I was supposed to go over her place that very same 

night. There is nothing illegal about giving money to a friend, right?” He was finessing his way 

out of this. He added this bombshell, “I haven’t seen her for past 2 days as a matter of fact. I was 

becoming suspicious myself.” 

HD didn’t know if Kehinde was a good actor, or a player caught in a love triangle. “So, tell 

me when the last time was you went to see Nyami at the hospital?” 

“I was there earlier today, and I saw her little sister. I could tell she doesn’t exactly like 

me, and I need to work on our relationship. Look, if I am being accused of infidelity, I plead guilty. 

However, it makes no sense for me to be involved in trying to take away Nyami’s life. I care a lot 

for her and she means so much to me and….” 

“Young African female found dead behind the wheel of a car that was hit head-on by a 

drunken driver. Her name is Bisi Aromunye.” That news flashed on HD’s cell phone. She was 

Kehinde’s secretary. 

EPILOGUE 

Some of the money retrieved from Bisi’s purse had the serial number traceable to 

Kehinde’s withdrawal from the bank. He took out 10G altogether to give to her in 2 transactions 

of 5G. A one-way plane ticket to Lagos was in her purse. Nyami recovered 1 month later and 

became engaged to Kehinde later on with Adaobi’s full approval, once he convinced her and 

Nyami he would stay away from polygamy. Despite Father’s initial reluctance, he embraced the 

union. The conclusion was that Bisi was jealous and tried to eliminate Nyami. HD started nursing 

ideas of matrimonial bliss to be discovered. 

  

 


